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Creating an FTS Search Form 
This document describes how to create a web form that can be used to search digitized texts 
indexed by the Full Text Search (FTS) Service.   

When is an FTS search form necessary?  An FTS search form is necessary if you have digital 
texts delivered by the Page Delivery Service (PDS) and you want to offer a way to search these 
texts from an external web page (e.g., from a local special collection or exhibition web site).   

An FTS search form is not necessary if you intend to rely on the search option available within the 
PDS interface.  Note that at this time, searching within the PDS interface is limited to the document 
that has been delivered (called the “citation level” using PDS terminology).  The external FTS 
search form can be configured to search across multiple PDS “citation-level” documents.  

When is Full Text Search an option?  At this time, the FTS Service is available for textual 
materials stored in the DRS and delivered through the HUL Page Delivery Service (PDS).  More 
information about PDS is available on the OIS web site: http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/systems/pds/ . 

Overview of FTS Features 
The Full Text Search (FTS) service offers basic keyword searching of full text associated with 
page-turned documents.  The features of full text searching are the same for searches performed in 
the PDS interface and for searches performed from an FTS search form on an external web site. 

For more information about how to perform an FTS keyword search (using Booleans, searching 
phrases, wildcards, etc.), please consult the Search tips section of the PDS User Guide. 

This section describes features of the external FTS search form and the search results display.   

About the FTS search form 
About FTS search results 

 

About the FTS search form 
The FTS search form supports simple “keyword anywhere” searching within a single PDS 
document or across a collection of documents.  A date qualification option can be included if the 
text contains this type of data.   

The figure below illustrates the basic FTS search form available from the HUL Open Collections 
Program / Women Working collection: 

http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/systems/pds/
http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/systems/pds/userguide/wwhelp/wwhimpl/common/html/wwhelp.htm?single=true&context=PDS_UserGuide&topic=searchTips
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You can access the live form to test its capabilities.  Or view source in your browser to see the 
underlying form markup. 

The next figure illustrates an external FTS search form used by the Harvard/Radcliffe Online 
Historical Reference Shelf.  This form offers a few more options, including date range 
qualification, multiple document selection, and the option to specify order of search results.  

 

You can access the live form to test its capabilities.  Or view source in your browser to see the 
underlying form markup. 

Topics related to creating FTS search form: 

Basic FTS search form 
Searching multiple PDS documents 
Searching large sets of PDS documents 
About the METS file ID 

Sample basic FTS search, used by HUL Open Collections 
Program/Women Working 

FTS search form used by the Harvard/Radcliffe Online Historical Reference 
Shelf 

http://ocp.hul.harvard.edu/ww/full-text.html
http://hul.harvard.edu/huarc/refshelf/AnnualReportsSearch.htm
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Sample FTS search form 
 

About FTS search results 
The results of a full text search will be one or more pages of search results, or a message that “0 
items matched the search query”.  A Page Delivery Service banner will display at the top of the 
search results page. 

 

Entries in the search results list include links to pages that contain the keyword, accompanied by a 
fragment of text from the page with the keyword highlighted (this is called a keyword in context 
display).  You can set a parameter in the FTS search form that controls the size of the keyword in 
context display. 

By default, search results will display in groups of 10 hits per page.  When multiple pages of search 
results are returned, a “jump bar” will allow the user to jump to another point in the results list.  
You can set parameters in the FTS search form that control the number of hits per page, size of 
page ranges in the jump bar, and length of the jump bar.  

By default, search results are arranged in order of relevance (most relevant hits appear at the top of 
the results list).  You can set a parameter in the FTS search form that will change the order of 
results to alphabetical or by date.  You can also customize the “look and feel” of the results page by 
using a custom style sheet. 

If a search result references restricted material requiring Harvard affiliation, an access restriction 
notice will display in place of the keyword in context information. 

Sample FTS search results display 
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Following a link in search results will take the user into the document (and into the Page Delivery 
Service interface).  Once in the document, the user can move around using PDS navigation options. 

Topics related to FTS search results customization: 

Order of results (parameter O) 
Hits per page (parameter P) 
Jump bar page range size (parameter P) 
Jump bar length (parameter J) 
Controlling size of KWIC text fragment (parameter C) 
Results page layout (parameter T) 

 

Creating the Search Form 
This section describes how to create a basic FTS search form and how to customize the form to 
search across multiple documents.  Also included is information about the METS file ID (used to 
identify documents searched by the form).   

Before you can create and use an FTS search form, you need: 

• All components of the page-turned document(s) deposited in the DRS, including page 
images, plain text for full-text searching, and the structural metadata (METS) file(s).  

• The DRS object ID of the METS file for each PDS document specified as a parameter in 
the search form.  This “METS file ID” is available in the DRS loader report associated 
with the deposit of the page-turned documents.  You can also get this ID by accessing the 
document in PDS.  See About the METS file ID for more information. 

Related topics: 

Basic FTS search form 
Searching multiple PDS documents 
Searching large sets of PDS documents 
About the METS file ID 
Sample FTS search form 

Basic FTS search form 
Search queries are passed to FTS via a web-based form.  To create a basic FTS search form, copy 
the basic form tag block (below) and paste it into an existing web page.  Then customize the form 
for your needs. 

You can include additional parameters (using specially-defined “input” tags) to control date 
qualification, order of results, size of results page, etc.  These customization options are described 
in the section Customizing the Search Form. 
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Note: The form controls (radio button, checkbox, menu list, etc.) used in the examples in this 
Guide are just suggestions; you can substitute your preferred control in some cases.  

This basic form tag block contains the minimally required <FORM> elements:  
<form action="http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:hul:fts" method="get"> 
<input type="hidden" name="X" value="R"> 
<input type="hidden" name="T" value="pds-results.xsl"> 
<input type="hidden" name="R" value="uri"> 
<input type="hidden" name="G" value="id1 id2 ... idn"> 
<input type="text" name="Q" size="48" maxlength="256"> 
<input type="submit" value="Search"> 
</form> 

where  

uri  is the absolute URL of the page to which you want "Return to the search page" link on the 
search results page to refer to; and  

id1 id2 ... idn  is a list of IDs of the METS metadata files for the page-turned documents against 
which you want this query to be executed.  IDs in the list must be separated by white-space.  See 
About the METS file ID for a list of sample file IDs (for testing) and instructions on how to get the 
file IDs for the texts you want to search.  

Here is the HTML code for a basic search form that will query two texts simultaneously: the 
Harvard Book and Dorothy Ella Howells. A Century to Celebrate : Radcliffe College 1879-1979.  
<form action="http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:hul:fts" method="get"> 
<input type="hidden" name="X" value="R"> 
<input type="hidden" name="T" value="pds-results.xsl"> 
<input type="hidden" name="R" value="http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/test-
fts.html"> 
<input type="hidden" name="G" value="2573632 2573612"> 
<input type="text" name="Q" size="48" maxlength="256"> 
<input type="submit" value="Search"> 
</form>  

The form code above will be rendered in a browser as a text entry box and a “Search” button: 

 

To see a live FTS search form, see examples in About the FTS search form and also Sample FTS 
search form. 

Related topics: 

Searching multiple PDS documents 
Searching large sets of PDS documents 
About the METS file ID  
Sample FTS Search Form 

http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:HUL.ARCH:15010
http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:RAD.ARCH:15009
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Searching multiple PDS documents 
You can configure the FTS search form to search across multiple independent PDS documents by 
specifying multiple METS file IDs within the input parameter “G”.  There are several ways to do 
this, described below. 

Note: If you plan to search across a very large number of PDS documents, you may want to use the 
input parameter “S” option instead.  See Searching large sets for more information. 

Multiple PDS documents can be specified implicitly by inserting this hidden input control within 
the <FORM> block: 
<input type="hidden" name="G" value="id1 id2 ... idn"> 

where id1 id2 ... idn is a list of IDs of the METS metadata files for the page-turned documents 
against which you want this query to be executed.  Here is a sample input control that will query 
two texts simultaneously (the Harvard Book and Dorothy Ella Howells’ A Century to Celebrate): 
<input type="hidden" name="G" value="2573632 2573612">  

Multiple documents can also be selected explicitly by the user by inserting input controls that use 
the “G” parameter within the <FORM> block. 

In this example, the user selects the documents to search by clicking a check box: 
<input name="G" type="checkbox" value="2573612">A Century to Celebrate: 
<input name="G" type="checkbox" value="2573632">The Harvard Book 

In this example, the user selects the documents to search by choosing from a menu list: 
<select name="G"> 
   <option value="2573612">A Century to Celebrate</option> 
   <option value="2573632">The Harvard Book</option>  

Related topic: 

Searching large sets of PDS documents 

 

Searching large sets of PDS documents 
Searching very large sets of documents can lead to performance problems for users of the Internet 
Explorer browser (version 5.5 and higher).  Your FTS search form communicates with the FTS 
service via a URL string passed by the browser.  This URL string contains the search terms 
supplied by the user plus all search parameters encoded within the form.  A very long list of METS 
file IDs specified in parameter G of the form can create a URL string larger than IE can handle. 

If your FTS search form will search a very large number of PDS documents (approximately 250 or 
more METs file IDs), you will want to consider storing these IDs in an FTS configuration file 
(using parameter S) rather than specifying the METS file IDs within the search form (using 
parameter G). 

http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:HUL.ARCH:15010
http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:RAD.ARCH:15009
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To take advantage of the configuration file option, you need to send a file of METS file IDs to FTS 
support staff in OIS and configure your FTS search form to use parameter S.  Here is the 
procedure. 

1. Create a simple text file containing the METS file IDs. File IDs should be separated by a 
plus (+) sign. Assign a short file name that indicates the collection (for example, a 
configuration file for Women Working could be called 'ww'). 

2. Send an email message to fts-support@hulmail.harvard.edu requesting creation of an FTS 
configuration file.  Please provide a brief description of your collection.  Attach the file of 
METS IDs to this message. 

OIS will respond with a set ID for your configuration file (a short character string that 
uniquely identifies your set of METS IDs). 

3. In your FTS search form, add a hidden input parameter S that specifies your set ID (this 
replaces input parameter G described in Basic FTS search form). 

<input type="hidden" name="S" value="[set ID]" /> 

Below is HTML code for a form using parameter S: 

<form method="get" action="http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-
3:hul:fts"> 
   <input type="hidden" name="X" value="R" /> 
   <input type="hidden" name="T" value="pds-results.xsl" /> 
   <input type="hidden" name="R" 
value="http://ocp.hul.harvard.edu/ww/full-text.html" /> 
   <input type="hidden" name="S" value="ww" /> 
   <input type="text" name="Q" size="48" maxlength="256" /> 
   <input type="submit" value="Search" /> 
</form> 

4. Test your form to make sure it is working. 

5. If your set of searchable documents needs to grow or change over time, you will need to 
send an updated list of METS file IDs to fts-support@hulmail.harvard.edu. 

 

About the METS file ID 
A METS file contains structural metadata for a page-turned document, including references to the 
plain text files used by FTS for searching.  Each METS file corresponds to a logical document as a 
whole, or to a group of documents delivered together.   

You need to add one or more METS file IDs as parameters in the FTS search form.  FTS uses this 
parameter (parameter G) to access the plain text referenced in the METS file.  In essence, this 
parameter specifies the page-turned document(s) to be searched. 

mailto:fts-support@hulmail.harvard.edu
mailto:fts-support@hulmail.harvard.edu
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For more information: 

Finding the METS file ID 
Sample METS file IDs for testing 

Finding the METS file ID 
The “METS file ID” is the DRS object ID of the METS file.  The METS file ID is assigned 
automatically when the page-turned document is deposited to DRS.  There are two ways to obtain 
the METS file ID: 

• Consult the DRS loader report associated with the deposit of the page turned document(s).  
In the report, look for an xml file entry in the list of digital objects added.  The DRS object 
ID for the METS file will be the fourth piece of information in the entry.  Below is an 
excerpt from a loader report that shows an entry for a METS xml file. 

 

• Display the page-turned document in the PDS interface.  The ID number displays as part of 
the PDS URL.  In the sample PDS URL below, the DRS object ID appears at the far right 
end: 

http://pds.harvard.edu:8080/pdx/servlet/pds?id=425361 

Sample METS file IDs for testing 
Here is a sample list of PDS documents that includes the METS file ID.  You can use these 
documents to test your FTS search form. 

Aleph 
Number 

METS 
file ID 

Title 

000851399 2573612 
Dorothy Elia Howells. A Century to Celebrate : Radcliffe 
College, 1879-1979A century to celebrate : Radcliffe College, 
1879-1979 

002727658 2574409 
Harvard University. Annual reports of the President and 
Treasurer of Harvard College 

005716885 2582402 

Harvard University. Constitutional articles and legislative 
enactments relative to the Board of overseers and the 
corporation of Harvard university; also rules and regulations of 
the overseers. 

008098920 2573646 Private Collegiate Instruction for Women in Cambridge, Mass.. 
Courses of study for ... with requisitions for admission and 

FileName OwnerSuppliedName URN 
ObjectID 

MimeType 

http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:RAD.ARCH:15009
http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:HUL.ARCH:15002
http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:HUL.ARCH:14984
http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:RAD.ARCH:14982
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report of the ... year 
008100872 2581070 Radcliffe College. Annual reports of Radcliffe College 

007299880 2573644 Society for the Collegiate Instruction of Women (U.S.). Reports 
of the treasurer and secretary 

003388836 2573632 
The Harvard book: a series of historical, biographical, and 
descriptive sketches The Harvard book : a series of historical, 
biographical, and descriptive sketches 

 

http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:RAD.ARCH:14999
http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:RAD.ARCH:14991
http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:HUL.ARCH:15010
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Customizing the Search Form 
You can include additional parameters using specially-defined “input” tags in the search form’s 
HTML to control characteristics of the search form and search results.  See any of the following 
topics for more information: 

Date qualification (parameters D, L, U) 
Order of results (parameter O) 
Hits per page (parameter P) 
Jump bar page range size (parameter P) 
Jump bar length (parameter J) 
Size of KWIC text fragment (parameter C) 
Results page layout (parameter T) 

See List of All FTS Parameters for a complete list of parameters. 

Date qualification (parameters D, L, U) 
Searches can be qualified by date.  Date qualification works off of dates supplied in the METS file 
associated with a PDS document (in other words, this qualification does not work off of dates in 
the document’s full text). 

The behavior of date-qualified searches of undated texts, or of mixed dated/undated texts can be 
explicitly specified.  

• Under loose qualification, dated text items matching the search terms and the date 
qualification, and undated text items matching the search terms will be returned.  

• Under strict qualification, only text items matching the search terms and the date 
qualification will be returned; no undated text items will be returned even though they 
match the search terms.  

If dates are not supplied in the METS file for your document, avoid adding a date qualification 
parameter and the default will be no qualification.  If you are searching a mix of dated and undated 
documents, and you want to include date qualification on the search form, but be sure to specify 
loose qualification.   

Note that dates in the METS file for your document can be a four-digit year or it can include month 
and day (YYYY{/MM{/DD}}), depending on what is in the actual text.  The curly brackets { } 
enclose optional date components.  

To allow qualification by date, you must implicitly specify either the loose or strict rule of 
qualification by inserting a hidden input tag within the <FORM> block:  
<input type="hidden" name="D" value="[date parameter]"> 

where   

date parameter  Type of date qualification  
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N No qualification (default) 
Y Loose qualification  
S  Strict qualification 

Then, add input tags to allow the user to specify a range of dates.  Use the input parameter “L” to 
specify the earlier or “from” date and the input parameter “U” to specify the later or “to” date.  

Input tag for earlier or “From” date:   
<input maxlength="4" name="L" size="6"> 

Input tag for later or “To” date:   
<input maxlength="4" name="U" size="6"> 

Order of results (parameter O) 
You can control the display order of search results using the input parameter “O”.  Order of results 
can be implicitly set to one of three options (alphabetically, by date, by relevance score) or the user 
can be given the option to select a display order.  If this parameter is not specified, the default will 
be order by relevance.  

Order of results is specified implicitly by inserting this hidden input control within the <FORM> 
block:  
<input type="hidden" name="O" value="[order parameter]"> 

where 

Order parameter  Type of order qualification 
A Alphabetically by display label) 
D By date 
R By relevance score (default) 

Order of results can also be selected explicitly by the user by inserting input controls that use the 
“O” parameter within the <FORM> block. 

In this example, the user can select the order of results by clicking a radio button: 
<input type="radio" name="O" value="A"> Alphabetically by title 
<input type="radio" name="O" value="D"> By date 
<input type="radio" name="O" value="R" checked> By relevance 

In this example, the user selects the order of results by choosing from a menu list: 
<select name="O"> 
   <option selected="selected" value="D">By date</option>  
   <option value="R">By relevance</option>  
   <option value="A">Alphabetically by title</option></select> 

Hits per page (parameter P) 
You can control the number of search results displayed per page using the input parameter "P".  
This option can be implicitly set or the user can be given the option on the search form to select the 
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number of hits per page.  If this parameter is not specified, by default FTS will display the results 
of a search in groups of 10 (10 hits per page). 

Number of hits per page is specified implicitly by inserting this hidden input control within the 
<FORM> block: 
<input type="hidden" name="P" value="20"> 

Or let the user select from a range of hits per page.  The example below uses a menu list: 
<select name="P">  
   <option selected="selected" value="10">10 per page</option>  
   <option value="20">20 per page</option>  
   <option value="30">30 per page</option></select> 

Note: Parameter P also controls the jump bar page range.  For example, if you set parameter P to 
display 20 hits per page, then the jump bar on search results pages will let you jump through the 
results in increments of 20 pages (1-20 / 21-40 / 41-60 …).  

Jump bar page range size (parameter P) 
When search results are large enough to display on multiple pages, FTS will include a jump bar to 
assist navigation.  The jump bar allows the user to “jump” to every n pages of search results.   

 

The number range used on the jump bar is controlled by parameter P (Hits per page).  If you set 
parameter P to 20 hits per page, then the jump bar page ranges will be in increments of 20.  If 
parameter P is not specified, the defaults for hits per page and jump page range will be 10 pages.  

For instructions on using parameter P, see the topic Hits per page. 

Jump bar length (parameter J) 
You can control the length of the jump bar by specifying how many page range groupings are 
included.  By default, 10 page range groups will be supplied by FTS, followed by a link to “More 
results …”. 

 

To increase or decrease the number of page ranges, insert the hidden input parameter “J” within the 
<FORM> block.  The example below specifies that FTS should provide 5 sets of page ranges in the 
jump bar: 
<input type="hidden" name="J" value="5"> 

which would result in a jump bar like this:  / 1-10 / 11-20 / 21-30 / 31-40 / 41-50 / More results 

Example of a jump bar with the default 10 groups of page ranges 

Example of a jump bar 
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Size of KWIC text fragment (parameter C) 
In FTS search results, the links to page hits are accompanied by a fragment of text from the page 
with the keyword highlighted.  This is called a keyword in context (KWIC) display. 

 

You can control the approximate size of this text fragment (called its “context”) by specifying the 
number of characters it should contain.  

Insert the hidden input parameter “C” within the <FORM> block to specify the text fragment’s 
approximate size (value for C will be a whole number representing the number of characters in the 
text fragment).  If this parameter is not specified, the default will be text fragments that are 
approximately 100 characters in size.   

The sample input parameter below specifies a KWIC text fragment that will be approximately 200 
characters in size. 
<input type="hidden" name="C" value="200"> 

Note that the Lucene search engine may calculate a larger or smaller text fragment in some cases 
(based in part on the location and number of occurrences of the keyword within the text).  
Therefore, consider the parameter C value to represent the average size of the text fragment. 

Results page layout (parameter T) 
You can control the “look and feel” of FTS search results by using input parameter “T” to specify 
the XSL style sheet that controls styling of the results page.  The results page style sheet should be 
implicitly set to one of three options (PDS style, FTS style, or custom style).  This parameter must 
be specified in the search form (if this parameter is missing, the search will fail).  

Results page style is specified implicitly by inserting this hidden input control within the <FORM> 
block:  
<input type="hidden" name="T" value="[style sheet name]"> 

where 

Style sheet name  Provides this style 
pds-results.xsl PDS layout style [view sample | XSL] 
fts-results.xsl FTS layout style [view sample | XSL] 
[custom style sheet] A custom layout developed locally 

Sample KWIC display for the search word “theft” 

http://fts.harvard.edu:8080/fts/servlet/search?X=R&T=pds-results.xsl&G=242809+242825&J=5&C=150&Q=neglect&L=&U=&O=D&P=10&submit=Search
http://fts.harvard.edu:8080/fts/xsl/pds-results.xsl
http://fts.harvard.edu:8080/fts/servlet/search?X=R&T=fts-results.xsl&G=242809+242825&J=5&C=150&Q=neglect&L=&U=&O=D&P=10&submit=Search
http://fts.harvard.edu:8080/fts/xsl/fts-results.xsl
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The PDS style sheet (pds-results.xml) is recommended as the default style sheet for FTS search 
results.  The input control for this style sheet would be: 

<input type="hidden" name="T" value="pds-results.xml"> 

About custom style sheets 

If you want your FTS search results to have a custom “look and feel”, you can develop your own 
XSL style sheet and have OIS place it on the FTS server.   

To implement a custom style sheet for your FTS search results: 

1. Create the custom style sheet.  Use one of the existing style sheets as a reference (see the 
XSL links in the table above).  The custom style sheet must be a properly formatted XSL 
file.   

The file name for this style sheet should be in the form:  xxx-results.xsl  

where xxx is a short abbreviated reference to the specific search form.  For example, a 
“Women Working” search form might have a custom style sheet called “ww-results.xsl”. 

2. Send a message (with the style sheet attached) to FTS support staff in OIS (fts-
support@hulmail.harvard.edu).   

Note: The FTS system must be restarted for a new style sheet to take effect.  FTS support 
staff will respond and let you know when the style sheet will be available. 

3. Add the hidden input parameter “T” to your search form:  

<input type="hidden" name="T" value="[style sheet name]"> 

For the Women Working example described in Step 1, the input tag would be: 

<input type="hidden" name="T" value="ww-results.xsl"> 

4. Test the custom style sheet with your FTS search form.  If changes need to be made, send a 
replacement style sheet to OIS, following the instruction in Step 2. 

mailto:fts-support@hulmail.harvard.edu
mailto:fts-support@hulmail.harvard.edu
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Sample FTS Search Form 
A sample search form and corresponding code is available on the PDS documentation page of the 
OIS web site. 

 

http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/systems/pds/fts-sample-form.html
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List of All FTS Parameters 
Name Value 
B Initial range of results to display on the result screen: B=first-last, where first-last 

defaults to 1-page; this parameter is not needed in the search form, unless you want to 
see a specific range of results (such as hits 40-100).  

C Result set context scope: number of characters in the keyword in context (KWIC) text 
fragment.  C=number of characters; e.g., C=100 specifies that KWIC text fragments 
should be approximately 100 characters in size (although the Lucene search engine may 
calculate a larger or smaller text fragment in some cases).  Defaults to 100 if this 
parameter is not specified in the search form. New FTS also supports the old hyphen-
separated values (C=left-right) defining the size of the left and right context. FTS uses 
the sum of these values for the number of words for Lucene  to return in the hit list.  
See Size of KWIC text fragment 

D The data qualification flag:  
D=N No date qualification (default) 
D=Y Date qualification; texts without dates may be returned 
D=S Strict date qualification; only texts with dates will be returned.  
See Date qualification 

F Result set format: 
F=H HTML (default) 
F=X XML 

G A list of the METS file ids against which the query is made: G=id1 id2 ... idn Note: The 
G parameter can be repeated in the URL.  See Basic search form. 

J Number of jump list page references: J=len, where len defaults to 10 
See Jump bar length 

L Date qualification lower bounds: L=YYYY[/MM[/DD]], where brackets [ and ] enclose 
optional components. 
See Date qualification 

O (Order of results) Specification of the result set ordering: 
O=A Order alphabetically by display label 
O=D Order temporally by date 
O=R Order numerically by relevance ranking (default) 
See Order of results 

P Result set page size: the number of result hits displayed on any one page: P=size, where 
size defaults to 10 
See Hits per page or Jump bar page range size 

Q Search query: Q=query 
See Basic search form 

R Base URI to return to from the results screen: R=uri, where uri defaults to /fts 
See Basic search form 

S Searches a set of ID's as specified in the configuration file. S=setId   
See Searching large sets of PDS documents 

T Name of XSL style sheet that controls the layout of the search results page: T=stylesheet  
T= pds-results.xsl specifies PDS-style results 
T= fts-results.xsl specifies FTS-style results 
T= custom style sheet 
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See Results page layout 
X Requested action:    

X=R  Perform search and display result set screen 
See Basic search form 

Requesting Assistance with FTS Searching 
The HUL Office for Information Systems (OIS) provides technical support for Page delivered 
documents (the PDS service) and full text searching (the FTS service). 

• For questions about the FTS search form or search results, send a message to FTS staff in 
OIS (fts-support@hulmail.harvard.edu). 

• To report a problem or ask a question about a page-turned document delivered by PDS, 
send a message to pds-support@hulmail.harvard.edu. 

If you need to talk with someone in person, consult the OIS Guide to Services for the current PDS 
or FTS contact in OIS. 

mailto:fts-support@hulmail.harvard.edu
mailto:pds-support@hulmail.harvard.edu
http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/about/servlist.html
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